Nothing Is What It Seems
Federal and State Government are not what we think they are in terms of who
controls them.
➢ The US Government is influenced by infiltrated agents (Senior Executive Service, communists,
socialists, hard
leftists, Jesuits) and “run interference with the Executive branch continuously ➢ State
Governments have similar circumstances where people in both parties provide top cover for
nefarious
activities within the state (top cover for drugs, human trafficking, pedophilia, money laundering as
examples, immigration/make more dem voters)
Federal
Government:
➢ Deep State consists of bureaucrat top cover, international cabal leaders, CFR, Rothschilds,
Rockefellers,
Foundations, Military Industrial Complex Corps,
etc.
State
Governments:
➢ Bureaucrats on Governor’s staff, Judicial Branch and Legislature from both parties (this is not Repub
Vs. Dems, it
is Good vs. Evil) ➢ The Federal Model bleeds into the state model: Top cover in key positions,
use of foundations to push agendas
and use of key people (cabal, and illuminati bloodlines to control the narratives,
follow the money) ➢ As with the Federal narrative, the liberal media controls the state
narratives ➢ They use school indoctrination to further the agendas:
▪ LGBTQ
▪ Godless Theology
▪ Pro-Choice and Sexual
Immorality
▪ Evolution vs. Creationism
▪ Killing critical thinking by supporting corporate slavery (they don’t want entrepreneurs to
survive and thrive)
▪ Globalism vs. National
Sovereignty

Bottom Line: Maine’s swamp is deep all the way from the Congressional team to the state legislature and
staffs and foundations we think friendly, such as Maine Development and Maine Community Foundations,
need to be watched VERY CAREFULLY. Look at their boards and follow the money. Look who serves on
state UMaine and Community college boards too.
If you are going to be in control of state government, you’d better
understand this:
What is the Deep
state?
Part 1:
https://youtu.be/rQouKi7xDpM Part
2: h
 ttps://youtu.be/xO-mcduYCEA
Part 3:
https://youtu.be/ZMtsbi2C77s

Extra thought: Why does anybody in Maine think it’s a smart idea to transplant Somali refugees into
Aroostook County? Follow the money, the organizations, and the people behind it all and get
red-pilled.
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